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Scalable Asynchronous Contact Mechanics with Charm++

ApproachIntroduction Preliminary Results

Parallelization Challenges

Asynchronous contact mechanics (ACM) is a reliable method to simulate flexible 
material subject to complex collisions and contact geometries, e.g. cloth simulation in 
animation. It uses nested penalty layers for collision responses. Asynchronous 
integration localizes the computation to regions where it is needed.  We present a 
scalable parallel implementation of ACM using Charm++, a parallel runtime system.

Broad Phase Collision Detection

Narrow Phase Collision Detection

Collision Response

Voxel-based parallel collision detection library in Charm++:
▪ Filter the potential collision pairs based on their bounding 

boxes to quickly eliminate non-colliding pairs.
▪Many false positives due to conservative nature of bounding 

boxes.

Communication Idle:
waiting for dataComputation

Highly irregular communication pattern

There are more collisions in the blue region, and 
thus there is more work in that region. With the 
adaptive feature of  Charm++, we are able to 
achieve better load balance.
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Computation imbalance: some processors have more 
penalty force calculations (shown in purple) than others 
because of collisions

Over decompose the penalty force calculation 
to achieve better load balance within a node. 

A node level phase barrier to delay the next long 
material force computation makes the processors 
available to help with penalty forces if necessary.

Each collision pair does not involve the 
same amount of work.

Enhanced by node level software data cache.

Load balance to eliminate 
the load variation.

Communication Imbalance
Processors that have more collisions 
receive more remote data request.

▪Over decompose work within node.
▪Asynchronous message driven: processors 

with less communication can naturally 
offload the computation work from the 
processor with more communication work
▪ Prioritized execution: communication  

request gets processed as soon as possible.
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1. Reduce the number of intra-node messages.
2. Achieve balance of the inter-node requests.

The runtime for the Charm++ version of ACM is collected on Edison and Brickland. Edison is a Cray 
XC30 supercomputer at NERSC. Each node of Edison has two sockets, each socket is populated with a 
12-core Intel "Ivy Bridge" processor E5-2695@2.4GHz.  Brickland is a 4 socket system with Intel 
E7-4890@2.8 GHz (15 core Ivy Bridge ) processors. The TBB version of ACM is conducted on Brickland. 

We conduct broad phase collision detection in two levels.
▪ Locally inside each partition, we use a 26-DOP hierarchy to 

fit the swept volumes of the triangles to detect potential 
collisions. 
▪Globally among all the partitions, we fit the  trajectory of 

each triangle to a 3D bounding box and then pass them to 
the existing collision detection library in Charm++.

In each step, forces are first applied optimistically multiple times in a collision window 
without attempting to find or resolve new collisions. Thereafter, collision detection is 
performed which may lead to a rollback if  collisions are detected.

Dynamic load balancing

The communication pattern is unpredictable and 
keeps changing as simulation progresses due to 
collisions. A message driven parallel runtime 
system like Charm++ fits naturally with the 
dynamic message pattern of  ACM. 

Very fine grained computation
The average computation grain size is 10 to 100 
microseconds. The automated scheduling of  the 
computation object in Charm++ helps us execute 
them more efficiently and overlap the computation 
and communication.
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